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The trees and plants on the REWHC trails are a
treasure of interesting history and features.  As we
learn about the plants around us,  we appreciate
them more and are more likely to preserve them. 
Can you solve this treasure hunt puzzle?

ACROSS
  1. Eastern Red Cedar

fencing product.
  4. Eastern Red Cedar part

used for bedding and
mats.

  5. Number of needles in
Eastern White Pine
bundle.

  7. Apples were a Sailor’s
Preventative for
______.

  8. Flighty name for pin
cherry.

  9. Eastern Red Cedar

hope product.
 12. Pioneer hard wood

wheel product.
 14. Cakes from dried

berries and animal fat
 15. Eastern Red Cedar

writing product.
 16. Eastern Red Cedar

berry color.
 17. Blueberry flower

shape.
 19. Ivy “herb of

the_____”.
 23. Native Creek name

meaning “tree of the

swamp”
 25. Eastern Red Cedar has

male and female of
these.

 26. One of the ancient
Greek water nymphs.

 27. Sycamore Maple
woodworking product.

DOWN
  2. Pin cherry not sweet

taste.
  3. Soft center of a stem.
  4. Chief Tupelo

pollinator.
  6. "Sticky, yellow oil,

85% of humans are
allergic."

  7. Red Maple breakfast
topping.

  9. First tree to appear on
abandoned farms.

 10. "leaves of ____, leave
it be."

 11. Gray Birch Catkins
which develop into
cones.

 13. Hot nickname for pin
cherry.

 17. Pin cherry bark
decorated these.

 18. Sycamore Maple
nickname and statue in
New York.

 20. Eastern White Pine is
state tree of this New
England state.

 21. "Since it protects the
seeds of longer-lived
trees, the Gray Birch is
sometimes referred to
as a ______ tree."

 22. Eastern Red Cedar
musical product.

 24. Wild Black Cherry is
member of this family.



Eco-Treasure Hunt Rules 2001 
 

1. One entry to a person. 

2. Bring your puzzle to the desk to show your work and have the puzzle stamped. 
(You can keep it, and you don’t have to fill in every word!) 

3. Put half of a raffle ticket in the bowl when your puzzle is stamped , 

     Keep the other half for the prize drawing at twelve-thirty. 

4. At twelve-thirty, we will draw raffle tickets until all prizes have been claimed. 

• You must be present to win, 

• First called, first choice of prizes, 

• Tickets will be drawn until all prizes are claimed. 


